WKTCS Monthly Meeting Minutes April 19, 2022
Attendance: Greg, Robin, Clayton, Mike, Dylan, Jim, Doug
Regrets: Peter, Kimme
Agenda
Adopt Minutes
Presidents report
Treasurer Report
Social media
New Business Parking lot update, Summary of season opening kick-off, International Women’s
MTB Day May 7, Memberships
Presidents report deferred but did report on meeting with WK City. Seemed to be very well
received, lots of questions from the councillors for Peter. Generally positive. Need to set up
some sort of diarized system to keep them updated with our activities.
Treasurer report. Bank account healthy, a few expenses like t shirts for trail days, concerned re
lack of memberships.
Robin reported about committee meeting with Peter and Clayton regarding discussion of
merger with MTBCO. WKTCS needs to figure out our priorities and how they would mesh with
MTBCO, what are the benefits?
Greg to talk to NOCS, Doug to PACA and Robin to the Shuswap MTB group.
Parking lot Update. Mostly completed, some additional rows of parking curbs to be installed in
the middle rows. Unfortunately, some folks felt the need to spin a bunch of doughnuts in the
parking lot and ruin the grade. Need security cameras or at least signs indicating the area is
under 24-hour video surveillance. We are responsible to toilet maintenance. Concrete pad still
needs to be installed for tool box placement. Signage still in discussion but RSTBC has offered to
fund part of the cost. Further parking lot details need to be finished like further signage.
Kick Off Event. Generally seemed to be successful as a first effort. Possible conflict with Big
White final day. So next year look at scheduling to avoid that. Seemed like good attendance
from the public and all bike shops there.
Follow up on the FOSS email from earlier in the month. Dylan to draft a response to FOSS
thanking them and inviting them to speak at the start of our next meeting in order to find out
what they see or want. ZOOM invite to follow.
Enduro race. All things seem to be in order, no further action required from us at this point.

